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the gravel in the heart.
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OCTOBER REVOLUTION
Looking through these old family albums of summers in
refreshes my memory now. These pictures are exactly the way I
\.him. In this one, I can see half of him. I'm in the center of the p
sitting on the ground with my legs splayed out to either side in a sort
reverse yoga position. Every one was amazed that I could do that,
they were always taking pictures of me. I'm holding a kitten. I must
been about five then. And there's half of Oscar standing behind me.
can see is one pudgy short sleeved arm, and the lower left hand side of
face. I see that buck tooth smile of his, so I know it must be him.
must be some more pictures of him. He was always around.
Here are some more pictures of my brother and me cruising. We
were healthy then. All tan and blond. I remember those old red faded
jackets we had to wear. I think my father won a photo contest with
of these shots of the two of us pulling on lines. No there aren't any
Oscar on the boat. I guess we never took him with us.
Here's Oscar again. Back on shore. I'm playing with more kittens
big ship model. He is still cut off at the edge of the picture, but I can
him better. He's wearing one of those cheap windbreakers with an ·
of some sort over the breast pocket. His skin was always darker than
no matter how long we had been in the sun. His thick black hair was
in an unfortunate style, shaved around the ears so that the sides were
where the skin showed through, and then a clump of longer hair
top. After fifteen years, I never would have remembered these
without these pictures. Look, he must have weighed twice as much
even though he was only a year older. It's funny how my father
be cropping him out of these pictures. Oscar actually played a fairly
part in our lives during those summers.
This is a better one. He's in the center. It was taken in
grandmother's living room. We were making a recording on our new
recorder. We must have skipped a couple of years. This was the
recorder summer. I can remember summers that way better than by
Each summer was labeled like that; the tape recorder summer, several
summers, the raft summer - that was a good one. Anyway, Oscar
Granny's house, up in our bedroom reading comics. We decided it
be fun to bring him down and interview him on tape concerning his
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ating habits. There was a standing joke in my family about Oscar's eating
hat you could find him anywhere on the golf course where he caddied by
allowing a trail of candy wrappers. For the interview, most of the family
as on hand. It was destined to be the high point of the tape recorder
ummer. I was the interviewer, because I was meant to be the clever one.
he intelligent little guy and the big dummy. I began very seriously in the
arne high nasal voice that won earlier acclaim with a solo rendition of
"Charlie on the M.T.A."
"Today folks, I am proud to say that we have the opportunity to
interview one of the renowned gourmets of our time, Mr. Oscar Moody.
e understand Mr. Moody that you have a special interest you would like
to share with the radio audience. What is this interest?" Oscar had been
somewhat informed as to the nature of the interview, and he responded
dutifully.
"Eating."
"Eating, yes. And what do you like to eat?"
"Oh, just about everything."
"I see, just about anything. Could you perhaps give our listeners a
sample menu from a typical day."
"A typical day?"
"Yes, starting with breakfast."
"Breakfast ... well, let me see. First I start out with three scrambled eggs,
toast and two bowls of cereal. Oh yuh, and a big glass of milk, and honey
and cinnamon on the toast. Then for desert I have a couple of snickers
and a bottle of pop."
"Well, that's quite a breakfast. It must fill you up."
"Well not really. After breakfast I usually have a couple bags of pop
corn, maybe a Milky Way, and some more pop." The interview continued
like that for a while. I don't think we even got through his lunch, but it
was a fantastic success. Each summer after that if Oscar happened to be
around, my mother would say, "Wouldn't it be fun to bring out that old
interview of Oscar." And we would put it on and go into hysterics
listening to it. Oscar was never very enthusiastic about hearing it. His
weight problem was getting worse.
"I don't mean to give the impression that Oscar couldn't do anything.
True, my father said he never wanted to be in the same boat as that boy
again. On the one day sail that he came with us, Oscar took the wheel for
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a second and put the boat in irons with the entire New York Yacht Club
coming up the bay. Oscar was an excellent stone skipper. He could get
more skips of a flat Maine beach stone than anyone I've ever known. That
was the age when you didn't have anything more to worry about than
why, as you walked along the back road, one foot always made a different
sound than the other, no matter how carefully you walked. Each foot had
its own distinctive sound. That's something l've always thought about. I
don't know what Oscar thought about when he spent all that time down
on the beach throwing stones in the water. We would go sailing or up to
the club, and Oscar would stand there throwing rocks. When the cook had
our meals ready at twelve sharp, we could look out the dining room
window and see him down there on the beach. My grandmother said he
was going to throw the whole beach into the ocean. She was serious. The
beach was her property. The Moodys just had one small plot of land off
one corner of her property, with a house that some people called "an
eyesore".
Many mornings when my brother and I didn't have anything special to
do, we would be drawn over to their house. I somehow felt that every
time I went over there I learned something. I never knew exactly what,
but it was unlike visiting any other friends' house. On a typical morning
we would be woken up early by the cook arriving in the kitchen below us.
Before we could get anything to eat, we would have to make our beds and
do our appointed chore, filling the wood box or raising the flag. Then we
would sit down at the breakfast table, all fresh in our newly ironed khakis
and blue polo shirts and wait for granny to come down. The dining room
was flooded with light from the bay window. It hit the parchment sails of
the ship model in the center of the table with a yellow glow, and refracted
green from our milk glasses. When she arrived in a floor length blue satin
dressing gown, we would stand, and take turns each morning holding her
chair. The light shown blue-grey in her hair. After breakfast, with
warnings against grass stained pants and about guests for lunch, we would
be sent out of the big white kitchen with its smells of lamb and apple pie,
to the even brighter out of doors. We would often walk down off the
point onto the beach toward the Moodys'. If no one was stirring there yet,
we would stand down by the water skipping stones, hoping Oscar would
see us and come out. If he didn't, we would finally go up to the house to
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d him. Mrs. Moody would let us in with total indifference. Coming in
om the sun , it was hard not to stumble in the cluttered living room. It
as always a relief when she didn't talk to us. We were supposed to call
er cousin 'Ethel' because she was some distant cousin of my mother's,
ut 'cousin ' sounded strange, and she wasn't an aunt, so we didn't call her
ything. Usually she just said, "Oscar's up in his room. Do you think you
an find it? "
I never understood why she said that. It wasn't hard to find our way
ound. It was a very small house. Oscar's room reminded me of a dark
loset. He never bothered to open the window shade and let in the
unlight, or open the window while he slept for that matter. In his family
e could do anything he wanted. He didn't even have to make his bed, it
st never got made. When we got to his room, he was usually awake, lying
n bed reading a comic and chewing bubble gum. We would have to wait
or him to go through his morning routine. Sometimes he would take
most an hour on the toilet with another comic. He had a large collection
iled on his doset floor with his dirty underwear. They weren't Donald
ucks either, but monster and war comics which we weren't allowed to
ave. Oscar also got to cook his own breakfast at an age when we weren't
ven allowed near the stove. We couldn't help but envy his freedom. Just
hen he would be starting off on something interesting to do, we would
ear a bell ringing from the point meaning it was twelve noon and time for
our lunch. The Moody family was never hampered by tight schedules.
Many times, My brother and I would get in trouble for spending too
much time at their house. What would happen is we would be over there
with Oscar, and his father would do something like invite us for a drive.
My brother would say that we weren't allowed to, but then we would feel
like sissies and go along. We would finally get home late and be in trouble
with our parents. But Oscar's parents always seemed to think it was okay.
As I look through these old albums, I get to a point when I must have
been about ten where Oscar stops appearing even along the border or in
the background of the pictures. That was the summer Oscar was called a
very bad boy. My grandmother went so far as to call him crazy. None of
the kids were meant to play with 'him. It was the same summer that we
bought their house from them. The summer started out perfectly normal.
Oscar was still our friend. Even after they decided they could no longer
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afford a summer house and sold it to my parents, we still let them live in
it. Everything would have been all right except for that one incident
which I still don't really understand. Maybe my grandmother was right
about him.
One day my brother and I were over at Oscar's house reading comics.
They used to have a hammock in the glade in front of their house, and my
brother and I were swinging in it. Oscar came out and wanted to lie in the
hammock too, but there wasn't room. There was just enough room for
two people, or just Oscar. We weren't about to get out, having gotten
there first and all, so he grabbed the lines and started jiggling and jerking
them trying to throw us out. That finished our comic reading, but it still
added to the fun. Finally, Oscar got really mad. He drew himself up and
ordered us to get out of "his" hammock. But we corrected him. It wasn't
his hammock but his parents, and anyway it probably wasn't theirs any
more but ours, since we had bought the land. He stormed back into the
house. My brother started feeling badly about the whole thing and
thought we ought to get out of the hammock. He got out, but I wasn't
about to move.
In a few minutes, Oscar came out of the house. He was smiling again,
so I figured he had already forgotten about the incident. He had his hands
behind his back and said, "I have a surprise for you." He started walking
toward my brother. I was still sitting on the hammock, sideways, rocking
myself with my feet. I had a good view of the whole thing. What did he
have, a rotten egg, a water bomb. Suddenly I recognized the object. I
yelled, "Look out, he -has a knife!" Oscar brought it out from behind his
back. A long black carving knife with a wooden handle. My brother
started running. Oscar brought back his arm in a stone thrower stance, and
threw it. It flipped over in the air and stuck in just inches from my
brother's heel as he ran. He stopped and turned around. I jumped out of
the hammock and ran to where he was. The knife was really there. Stuck
six inches into the ground. We looked at it. We were stunned. "What are
you doing?" I said. Oscar said nothing. He walked up and started pulling
the knife out of the ground. We both started running now. As fast as we
could. At any moment I expected the sharp pain between my shoulder
blades, or what if I tripped. It didn't happen. I never looked to see if he
threw it again. We ran all the way home.
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Naturally we told our parents, about him throwing the knife . My
grandmother went into a rage and we were told never to go over there
again. We never did , until after they left. The Moodys moved out shortly
and our contractor went to work on the house. You would hardly
recognize the place now. The Moodys certainly wouldn't. They've never
been back. My mother has sent them pictures each year of the
renovations, and even invited them to take the house for a month in the
summer free. They don't seem to be interested. And Oscar; until recently
we heard he was staying out of the army for being overweight. He didn't
make it through college. Apparently, being overweight was too unhealthy,
so he lost weight and was drafted into the Marines. This Christmas we
heard he is hospitalized on Parris Island with double pneumonia.
As for myself, I've been seeing Dr. Hillard in Boston. Perhaps you've
heard of him, he's the famous psychiatrist. He can keep anyone out of the
army, for a price.

Melvin Kendrick

and it was sort of odd,
you know ,
because when you look in
a mirror,
you look in the tunnels
behind the eyes
in which you see
the distant
and floating nebulas
so that
when this particular of a person
looking for a
fight called me a nigger
i said
"sorry, baby, you 've got the
wrong racial
grouping " and quickly walked
over to a parking meter on
the other side of eternity.
Carlos Martinez
11

SNAPPING PEOPLE

They are dancing.
Her hair is suspended
in flight behind her,
her arms are spread open,
chicken wings, for balance.
She is smiling, looking
at her feet blurred by speed.
His hip is slightly twisted,
his arms are close to him,
like a boxer ready to spring
he looks, smiling, down her blouse.
Someone's leg is coming from the left,
They are all having a good time
and will pay for it to-morrow.

***
He is sitting in an easychqir,
his mouth is open, laughing
with the cameraman, who just told
a dirty joke. He looks sexy .
She has managed to get her face
into it, obviously drunk as her lord.
Her mouth is also open,
her eyes are going to melt down
her cheeks, she is sticking close to him
like a wart growing out of his elbow.
They are headed for trouble.

***
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A party again. They are equally

divided into male and female:
the camera is automatic and neuter.
They are not with each other.
The beautiful Indian is playing .Chinese
shadows with herself, and losing;
her husband is writing or1 the ceiling
mentally. A tanned woman in white
is pressed against a blond man;
they are frying to disentangle their arms
and are laughing into each other 's mouth.
1ne mustached candidate is hanging on
to dancing girl sitting on the arm.
Her skirt is crawling up her thighs.
She is about to fall, unladylike
off the couch. The host made it
just in time before the timer clicks;
his wife looks relieved, and happy
to be home. The guests will leave.
They will not be friends forever.

***
Alone again, the same couch, they are not
touching. He is sitting crossed-legged,
circumscribing his own space.
He looks young and vulnerable
and has to smile. She is on the edge,
holding roses to her face.
They are brass, heavy and almost life
like. She is posing for the mirror.
It is all mock seriousness, high Fellini.
They will be haunted by their usurping sadness.

***
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Color. He is showing off his hills,
and they are magnificent; brown,
green, purple and pink. He is in a blue
bathrobe, having just had breakfast.
The pedigrees are waiting to come in
another picture, a few months from now.
Some miracle has happened. He is free,
the land keeps on and on, the season's
in full swing, the sun sticks to the house.
He waves goodbye at the camera.
The shutter clicks. What is left out
of the picture has dispersed,
being shot by different eyes.

***
Dori Katz
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Observatory
I turned

to include you
in my laughter
and you took my picture
quiet photographer
of ways and faces
shall I teach you about old stars
sun-driven and aching
with light
I

am just qeginning
young witch brimming
with toad-thoughts and
restless with
magic
you change human seconds
into paper making them inhuman
but lasting like stars
shining in ancient pattern
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Leaving
the sounds of birds
muted as my voice
even they
respect today 's difference
dry and stiff, the earth has cracked
into the pieces of a puzzle
like Spring I would heal
pushing chunks together
with my hands
love rises sudden as wind
I lift my head
to its voices
the months with Peter
lost now
wings shaped by the wind
fine-skulled birds
rise from a single branch
and come together
in amazing hunger

Anne Farrow
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PINE
Morning begins:
a loosening of light
a sacrifice of bells.
I have come out early
leaving the house
with its dreaming doors.
In the pine woods
the trees
are getting thin.
An abrasive wind
has left ash
in their needles,
a chill in the timber.
Once, I must have been
a part of this,
my heart
a closed gray bird
cold as nutshells catching snow.
Yes . Before the wind! had a baffled wish
for a lover from this place:
he was after the heart
and under,
wanting his rib back.
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THE TEA LADY ASKS
THE TRAPPERS FOR NEWS
The moon is sharp at both ends,
caught in the sky like a tooth.
Sewing softly,
I look up and see
flies burned to pieces in the lamp.
Should I serve tea
to his friends the trappers,
stamping on the porch with
frost like wool
on the leather of their cheeks?
Or should I open the door
a cold white crack,
and say I've given up trapping
for sewing?
Any news?
No, but with our tea
the trappers and I
share the curved white icicle of the moon.
He should have cut his teeth on it.

Chase Twichell
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ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF REINHOLD GLIERE
When the gray composition of the dawn sky had brightened so that
shadows of birches were like silverpoint etching on the snow, he ro
Reinhold Gliere had begun each workday at the same hour since
student days at the Imperial Conservatory, until today he served
director of that same institution, now renamed to honor the memory
Comrade Lenin. The years had brought so many changes, but then
Reinhold Gliere had endured in gold leaf on the faculty list, and his m ·
which had stirred a Czar, now brought a tear to the Chairman's eye.
The Professor-Director felt that the room was cold, and frowned as
tinkled a bell placed beside his spectacles on the bedstand. Alm
immediately, the French doors at the far end of the room were push
open by a stout woman. With hardly a glance at the figure propped in
center of the bed, she moved to the single window and pushed aside
old brocade curtain to admit the morning's puffs of light. Other obj
about the room were now discernible: a silk-covered chaise at the foot
the bed, a wardrobe of dark wood , a mirror with an ornate frame, a th'
ceramic washbasin on a marble-topped stand. Around the walls
photographs, dozens of them, many faded, most in tarnished fram
There was a picture of the child Gliere in a boating party, a mezzotint
the martyred Alexander II, photos of horses, dogs, a poet of
Revolution with burning eyes. Here and there might be seen the stu
Gliere at table with his fellows, the noted composer receiving a decora ·
from some official, and the Professor-Director alone , enshrined at
desk.
"I shall want my robe, Natalya, " he said.
With what might have been a grunt of assent, the housekeeper mo
to the wardrobe. She seldom spoke - understandable, for her speech
hobbled by a cleft tongue. A childhood accident with a Coasac
bayonet, the Party Domestic Maintenance Bureau official had explain
A pity; but she seemed content with her work. From a drawer, Na
selected a red woolen robe cuffed and collared with silk, shook it out,
carried it at arm's length to Gliere's bedside. He was already stan ·
bespectacled, his feet in carpet slippers. He took the robe from her
wrapped it around his small frame , gesturing with the tassel ends as he ·
them.
"You should have brought a brazier into my room this morning. 'l<
think I'm young, that I should go out and chip through the ice for ada
swim? "
The woman muttered something about coal, and the Professor-Direc
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made a sour face at the familiar excuse. No coal, no fruit, no butter. But
why not? They had had all these things during the earlier war, and even
the famine after the Revolution had not halted the peasants' selling their
hoarded produce to those who could pay. Why were scarce things
unavailable for this war? His body would not function properly without
some kind of fruit. His health, his work would be impaired.
Gliere let her lead him into an adjoining room to determine what was
available for breakfast. This, the main chamber of the house, served as
salon, studio, and dining room. At one end were a rough-hewn fireplace
and mantle behind an antique brass screen. From the screen,
thickly-patterned rugs drifted acrrss a parquet floor, passing beneath a
writing desk, bolstered couches, and a six-legged table, scattering toward
the opposite wall, with its doors to the kitchen and Natalya's sleeping
alcove. Two windows of leaded glass flanked the front door, and against
the fourth wall, beside the bedroom doors, was a cheerful green porcelain
stove, quietly consuming what inferior coal there was to be had.
The outbreak of war had not deterred the Professor-Director from a
customary winter month of work at his dacha. It was more than ever
necessary that he get away from the city whose hysteria had permeated
even the Conservatory. The very day of his departure an intense young
man, probably a Georgian, stopped him at the station demanding to know
if he, Gliere, had heard news of fresh German atrocities. The Georgian had
fumed drunkenly, asserting he would kill any German pig who defiled the
motherland. The fool! Better he should mind his studies instead of
propaganda. He would be conscripted soon enough, and probably commit
some atrocities of his own! The Professor-Director hastened to assure
himself of his own patriotism: he'd loyally supported his government all
through his life, and had composed stirring marches for military bands
almost annually. It was just that to an old man these wars did seem a
waste of men and resources. Still, as an artist it was his duty to observe
the gross endeavor of ordinary men, and to render it a thing of beauty, of
inspiration.
He was called back to the pleasant reality of his dacha by Natalya's
insistent mumble. Vexed, he made her repeat each syllable slowly: Would
he have an egg or oatmeal porridge for breakfast? Gliere told her to bring
the egg and a glass of tea. The oatmeal would have been unpalatable
without fruit. His tone was now patient; he knew she would bustle about
setting the table before bringing any food. To pass this time, he stepped to
a front window and took in the winter scene.
The dacha was built on a hummock amidst a grove of birches and
pines. On three sides the surrounding land fell away in a snowbound plain
21

broken only by clumps of trees, the winding track of the road,
unseen in the glare of mo·st mornings, the distant house of a district
official. From the front of the dacha, however, one looked down on
white expanse of a frozen lake that widened considerably as it spread
meet and make the western horizon. Here were no trees, but in the fury
the season the crust of the lake was shaped by wind and swirling snow
broken yet graceful surface patterns.
This morning the pattern reminded Gliere of a vocal line he'd used in
cantata that had won his students' first prize at the Conservatorylong ago? It pleased him that an effort of his youth should be reborn
such a natural setting by the sympathetic craft of the elements. He
come to think of the frozen lake as his muse. Every winter for
decades he'd gazed upon its unyielding surface and pristine shore, and
that same period he'd risen to a peak of academic prowess and
esteem. 'Twas from the icy sweep of the lake that the acclaimed gl1's san1<l1Jtl
of his great harp concerto had risen as if of their own accord. His
"The Red Poppy," which had won him the title People's Artist (3rd
danced first upon the glacial stage of his retreat. Even now, in his
year, the frost that sparked his art did not fail. Yesterday evening
observed from this same window a gaunt line of figures skirting the
of the lake, the figures of women and children and a few burly men.
was confident these were refugees evacuated from the city in antu'.1·~,,.. ,..._
of a German advance, that they were being led to the train depot in
village some half dozen kilometers to the south. Gliere thought it
that the refugees should be sundered from their homes and families.
had composed a little lament for them, immediately after, by the
light of an oil lamp. He must remember to have one of the apprentices
the Conservatory score it upon his return. Nothing elaborate;
clarinets would do nicely.
Natalya trudged from the ill-lit kitchen with his breakfast. The glass
tea rested in a silver filigree holder, the egg in a finely enameled nrrrrPlr:~••
cup. These she put down at the place she'd set on the six-legged table,
a cut-glass bowl filled with wilting chrysanthemums bought at the startiotl
the day of his departure. By the bowl there was, as always, a plate
black bread.
"Splendid." Rubbing his palms together, the Professor-Director
from the window. "Splendid, Natalya. You may go now - no, wait!
put more coal on the stove. It is a bitter morning." She did as he
without a sound, only wrinkling her nose at the odor that seeped
the green porcelain grill of the stove. Gliere didn't watch as she did
nor as she withdrew, hesitating and glancing over a shapeless sh
Instead, smiling, he took a linen napkin from. its ring, and sat down to
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ck in the city, alternately chilled and shaken in a season of fear and war
ever, food was even scarcer.
The Professor-Director chewed slowly, considering his responsibilities
o the State. Despite his official position, he had remained the servant of
is art. Even into fanfares for Party congresses he'd tipped the cornucopia
f his contrapuntal skill, the rich melodic tradition of the Imperial
nservatory. Too, he had tried to reproduce, at a higher level, the soulful
dence of the folk music peasants sang in his native Ukraine. And his art
as disciplined: Even while German air raids had wrenched the heart of
be city, Gliere had not raised his eyes from the manuscript of his current
roject, a vocalaise for soprano and symphony orchestra. He daubed egg
olk from his wispy beard, and considered the piece. There would be two
ovements, the first something mellow in the manner of Tchaikovsky, the
econd a coloratura display of scales, trills, and roulades. The
ofessor-Director hoped that these vocal ornaments would challenge all
ut the greatest singers. "Ta-tum, ta-tum, la-a-a-ah ... " he wheezed in
setto.
The notes seemed to dance around his head like animated figures, gems
ounted on phosphorescent staves drifting through the room, twisting
ack upon themselves in seductive, yet repellent patterns. Gliere strained
see the music, and became aware that the room, too, was spinning. In
· ence. He closed his eyes to the disordered scene, and was overcome by
owsiness. His head drooped onto his chest, and finally his whole upper
ody pitched forward against the table.
The cluttered room began to sort itself out, and the Professor-Director
as pleased to find himself in a familiar pose, seated at the writing-desk
fore the brass firescreen. Pen in hand, he . was pausing over the
· nuscript of what had to be, yes, the vocaliase. The staves seemed
istant and dim, and he hesitated, twisting in the chair and craning his
eck the better to grasp the situation. He did not seem to want to work,
d raised his eyes to scan the room for some distraction that might
cuse this inactivity.
Distant noises were heard. Cannon-fire? Gliere was immobile, alert to
e mushrooming sound. He heard heavy machinery and the voices of
en, all corning near - the dacha was no doubt surrounded by enemies.
he ensemble of equipment and directive shouts gave them away. So the
ofessor-Director was prepared when the front door of the dacha burst
pen in a howl of wind.
They were German storm troopers, tall and blond, with faces impassive
neath goggles designed for protection against sun and snow. Three or
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four of them filled the doorway, as if awaiting an invitation from
host.
"Good morning, gentlemen," he was saying. "Do come in, by
means."
The soldiers drifted into the room, and, as they did so, seemed to
in size, blocking off the light from the open door. They carried h
rifles, to the muzzles of which were attached slender, gleaming icicles
place of bayonets. Two of the Germans drifted to the kitchen, c
with their wintry weapons the air before them. The tallest of the
uniformed as an officer, came across the room toward Gliere, who
rose nor relinquished his grip on the pen.
"Ah, Captain - or is it Major? - you have surprised me at work.
forgive, please, my neglect of established courtesies. You and your
are with the advancing army, are you not? I don't receive the papers
at my little retreat, and am in consequence astonished to find you on
front step. I'd no idea you'd made such progress in so short a time."
The officer did not reply , nor did he appear to move beneath
greatcoat and goggles. The Professor-Director blinked. He had been
to speak common German, and confident of some response. He
agam.
"My name is Reinhold Morosovich Glihe, Captain. Perhaps
heard of me? No? Well, I'm a composer and instructor of music.
see ... ?" He gestured awkwardly at the manuscript, and then leaned
in the dim light to mark a few black dots on and between the lines
simple pattern. "You see?"
The officer remained silent, but leaned forward with more than
interest. There were sounds of scuffling coming from the kitchen.
"Perhaps you wonder that I speak your language? Well, it is
natural for me: I'm half-German. My father came from Lubeck city. Many of us here speak German. And as a musician, I doff my hat
your nation, which has contributed so much to my art."
From the kitchen there came a high-pitched, frantic cry, such as ·
be made by a dumb animal in pain. Three times it keened through
dacha before subsiding to passionless sobbing. The officer had turned
listen, but now shifted his attention back to the composer.
"My housekeeper, Major. A good woman .. .fine servant. AGe
The officer gestured to another soldier who had materialized in the
They both moved closer to Gliere, who hurried on. "I have myself
some time in your country. That was several years ago, though ...
the Bolsheviks. I visited Dresden - a lovely city - and had the
meet there Richard Strauss, your former minister of culture. He was
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ishing Der Rosenkavalier - a lovely opera, don't you think? Easier on
e ears than his earlier works. But then, each artist must find his own
th to the proper forms."
The officer and his confederate stepped back to admit into their circle
e two soldiers who had been in the kitchen. One of these poked his rifle
orward at the Professor-Director, who saw that its icicle was beaded with
a familiar red substance. He watched the alternate liquids fall in droplets
from the point: first water, then blood, then water ...
"Art, gentlemen, is immortal," said Gliere. "It survives our trials and
our tribulations. In peacetime, a martial air will rouse a nation; in war, a
savage breast is soothed by the voice of a comrade raised in mournful
song."
The German officer raised his hand and the trooper lunged forward,
driving the icicle deep into Gliere's heart. The composer smiled, and put
down his pen.
"And why is art immortal? Because it is inspired and wrought by man's
noblest impulses. Because it petrifies the beauty that is created each time
we give of ourselves to others, each time we accept this world in loving
trust, or stop to pat a small dog."
The Professor-Director heard his voice falter on these last words. The
wraith-like soldiers around him faded toward the walls of the room. In
vain did he hold out his hand to them. Everything blurred, went
momentarily black, and then he was struggling to raise his head.
The air was close and foul-smelling, as difficult to spew out as breathe
in. Gliere's body was racked with a moist cough, and the tablecloth

beneath his face was also damp. He managed to open his eyes, focusing on
a few of the wilting chrysanthemums in the cut-glass bowl. He sat up, and
saw the cloth was wet and stained where he'd knocked over the glass of
tea. Another yellow streak led off the edge of the table, and on the floor
were enameled shards of the delicate egg cup. He was again aware of the
noxious fumes uncoiling around the room, and for a moment battled the
urge to sleep, but then the Professor-Director took command, and he
lurched to his feet and weaved across the room to the front door.
Inexplicably, it was already open. He stumbled out into the cold and
leaned against the dacha wall, gulping in air and breathing it out in
vaporous puffs.
When his respiration had become steady, Gliere tried to puzzle out
what had happened. The interval with the Germans he catalogued as
hallucination, one that had already begun to trickle from his memory like
rainwater through a platinum sieve. Did the stained tablecloth and
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smashed porcelain betoken some fit of madness? He prayed it was not 50i
and stroked with trembling fingers the scant gray beard in which drople
of freezing tea matted the whiskers. He might grow old, but he must n
go mad. And he would not! The regular, unwavering flow of his m~
attested to the health of his faculty. No, he'd been affected by some
outside force - by the fumes that had filled the room. Thinking quill
clearly now, the Professor-Director soon traced the source of his malW.
to the smouldering stove. Yes, he'd been poisoned by the cheap coal that
Natalya had chosen to use for fuel. The mystery solved, his body relaxed
against the wall: he was not mad, and he was safe.
Several minutes passed before the blissful look on GW:re's face gae
way to one of consternation. Natalya! She was still in the house! Ht
checked an impulse to rush back through the doorway. The fumes migk
not be fully dissipated. Instead, he moved cautiously around the side of
the dacha, slipping occasionally where the ice was old on the ground. Hem
there was a small leaded window that reluctantly admitted light to tbl
kitchen. Wheezing with the effort, he stood on tiptoe to peer in.
Natalya was dimly visible to him, seated on a wooden stool in one
corner. She appeared to be asleep, with her eyes shut and mouth opel.
But she made no effort to brush away a wisp of hair that had blown acroa
her forehead, and even in such light it could be seen that her lips had.
taken on an unnatural ruby color.
The Professor-Director gave a high-pitched cry and dropped back oniO
his heels. For an instant his beard had been stuck to the frostei
windowpane. Now he turned and retraced his steps to the front of the
house. The door was wide open, the air crisp and free, but he did not
back in just yet. Instead, he leaned once more against the wall, and~
down at his frozen lake.
The sun had momentarily broken through the gloom, and it dazzled
the surface. Gliere told himself that it was going to be a glorious morn·
He mused on the filigreed past that bound him to such a wonderful p
He could not leave now. It would be best to wait right there for someo
from the village to come by, for someone to notify the authorities. Aftc
that, it would all go routinely. As Professor-Director, he would continue
to merit the dacha and a housekeeper.
Then the sun was obscured, and with the cloud came a cold wind dui
billowed across the lake, swirling the loose snow into formless drifts. ne
old man's features were composed, but, standing there in only a robe, hit
had begun to shiver.
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To Cotter
It is already half-past nine.

You sit in a room on haunches
sinewed like the legs of a horsethin and contracted.
I might suddenly kick in the door.
I could cauterize
the depressions in your cheeks.
I could remove the bone
that leans below your eyes
and lift out the birds:
their flight confuses you.
They are crazed by fingers
reaching in to squeeze them.
Every hour I wait.
Every hour I am lifting and cursing
and pouring the birds into the air.
I want to beat my flanks with hammers.
I am quite the martyr
and you could be rid of many
of my deaths if I did this.
The colts in my vessels
would stagger to the floor
and burst.
I would be nothing
but a crater.
Maybe you would come out then.
I would be completely released
from my hatreds and you from
the questions. We could be
off in the grass tearing
past wind and moon and time
two horses in the dark.
Sarah Vogler
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A Virgin's Reply

Have you always been here
like two directions at once
never asking what there is
going on
into something separate
when you open your arms
and they are desperate?
What matters if you lend them
all unseaming?
Will there always be this
crumbling at the door?
Me with my final hold
on things. You , with your
isolate arms, unsparing
because there is nothing
whether there is something
or not

Linda Trengene
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The State of My Relations with
Eggs, Ontologically Speaking
Brood mother country hen;
matron of the hen-house and seed scattered yard,
officious den mother of hungry dumb chicks,
hard headed rooster's willing wife, easy layer
of a thousand perfect eggs,
inland oyster that clucks
countiug her horde of oval pearls;
happy mother. How many have you missed
those mornings my cold fingers
slid beneath your tail
raiding your home for our table?
What did you think when the frying pan
answered your nagging call with its crackle?
No more can I look you
or yours
in the eye.
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Shaking Hands
Ohio
of fields beyond my longest run,
broad smiles, clear eyes
taking the measure of a proffered hand.
Its men of the farms
a history of their fields
deep -etched in hands uncleansed by time;
hands that rip out the roots of stumps in pastures,
heave far rocks from the furrows,
and plant seed by thin-shelled seed gently
with a stern countenance and a father's care;
hands speaking of what they are.
I run to the hills,
seeking their fences of underbrush;
hundreds of one leaf seedlings beckoning from below,
open palms in welcome,
"come grovel at my stem
and hide. "
Shielding my sight from knowing hands,
my hands from their seeing,
I hide behind a rake of wild berries,
oblivious to the heavy fruit and thin bowed branches;
I mole into the rotting forest floor,
rooting for darkness under the dead leaf blanket;
flee tree to tree
anywhere, to keep them unseen.
My hand shakes;
its bones know of nothing within the earth.

Herman Asarnow
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Revelation
Your reflection tells
What your perception fears
You are likely to go on
Living for years

Changez Sultan
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